
WRITERS FORUM

Upcoming Events
Sept. 11
 Traveling Bohemians Spoken Word
Night   3304B Bechelli Ln., Redding. 7
p.m.

Sept. 14
 Writers Forum Meeting  The Legal
side of Writing.

Well, summer is over and it’s time for Writers Forum to again
get back into the business of inspiring and motivating local

writers to closet their lake gear and get to writing.
Our next meeting is a Webinar (Web-based Seminar: will be
projected from a Website that we have paid to access/show

one time only) focusing on legal issues affecting writers. Amy
Cook and Brian Klems will help us learn about the legal

basics of concern to both fiction and nonfiction writers, and
how to safely prepare and protect your work while not

treading on the copyright or privacy rights of others. This
Webinar discusses how to get the most out of your publishing

contract, for both articles and books. Topics include:
-How to protect your copyright

-How to legitimately use or quote from other people's work
(fair use and permissions)

-Preventing defamation - if you use real people in your work,
you may be at risk, whether you write fiction or nonfiction

-Invasion of privacy issues
-The basics of book contracts and article contracts

Welcome Back

There is nothing to writing. All
you do is sit down at a typewriter
and bleed.

      Ernest Hemingway

September  2013    Redding CA
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Writers Forum
PO Box 492282
Redding, CA 96049-2282
reddingwritersforum.com
Phone: 515-4828
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President’s Message

he Writers Forum Newsletter is published for members and associates: Founded in 1983 with nonprofit status since 1997. Writers Forum’s annual
membership fee is $20, and student fee is $10.
Articles for the newsletter on the art and craft of writing are welcome for consideration. Letters to the Editor are welcomed. Deadline for submissions is
the
15th of the month preceding publication. Please submit copy to the editor; digital copy gets preference. The staff reserves the right to perform minor
copy
editing in the interest of the newsletter’s style and space. Writers Forum Website at www.reddingwritersforum.com accepts submissions also. Email
digital
to the Webmaster.
Payment is in copies. Mailed submissions without a pre-addressed, stamped envelope cannot be returned.
Type of Material and Guidelines for Newsletter and Website Submission:
1.) Your articles on the art or craft of writing. 2.) Essays on subjects of interest to writers. (200 words can be quoted without permission but with
attribution.) 3.) Book or author reviews. 4.) Letters to the Editor. 5.) Information on upcoming events, local or not. 6.) Photos of events. 7.) Advertise
your classes or private events.
All submissions 75 to 500 words except materials commissioned by the Editor.
How to send:
For Newsletter submissions: please e-mail to writersforumeditor@gmail.com or snail mail to Editor, c/o PO Box 492282, Redding, CA 96049-2282.
For Website, please e-mail to writersforumwebmaster@gmail.com

Early in the Summer I finished
a four-week online, with
conference calls, writing
workshop for stroke survivors.
For some survivors it was the
first time they had

communicated, let alone written, about their
feelings about what happened, what they
experienced, what they expected. For
others, while they may have ‘let it all out’
earlier, it was an opportunity to learn to use
expressive writing techniques to organize
and share personal reflections on their
recovery.
I got to know other survivors spread across
the states. And will get to know others.
There were three day/time option tracks; I
chose the one that was best for me.
Eventually the three will be linked as the
last one finishes.
There was no difference in
workshop content for the three tracks other
than the schedule. Each week two themes
were presented with several suggested
topics to write about. As we finished, we
posted them on a dedicated page of a
website to read and comment. Similar
frustrations were the norm, even though we
ran the gamut from mild residual disabilities
to wheelchair-bound, recent to long-term.
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For a moment, everything is still. It's that time when Time stops, when Time  itself is

slave to something greater. The world is neither black nor white, but a soft cotton gray, Night's

last comforting embrace. For just a moment, the part is whole, and the whole seeps into the part.

The little glowing lights twinkle their good-byes, but somehow continue to sparkle within.

In that moment, anything is possible. Then Time once again takes reign of the world,

snuffing out the winking friends so far away.

The gray of the world darkens as the loss of Night fills the world.

Then with a vibrant burst, glowing rays slide across the ground.

The cotton fluffs rejoice, turning every shade of rainbow.

The Day rushes over the world, chasing Night, but forever unable to

catch Her. A never-ending chase that escapes the reign of Time.

Always partners, always leading

the world's events, yet never able to touch. Except for that one fleeting, endless moment when

Time is a slave to that one thing that is above all others.

Writers Forum Scholarship Winning Entry

Timed Timelessness

Kayla Mitchell (pictured at left)  was the
winner of the 2013 Writers Forum Senior
High School Scholarship for Writers. Her
work, Timed Timelessness, is printed below.



         Memoir & Legacy Journey
The task of the memoirist is to translate his or her life experience into a compelling and interesting story.
Whether you are writing simply to capture an exciting adventure you want to share with friends, to inspire a
larger audience with how you survived a difficult life passage or to record memories for your children or
grandchildren, this class will introduce you to the essentials of writing memoir and legacy.

Aren’t all memoirs alike you may wonder?  In a word, no.  To help you discern the purpose, scope and
audience for your own writing, we will begin by examining the basic difference between memoir and
autobiography and do some exploratory exercises to determine focus.  We’ll also review a few exemplary
models before moving into the nuts and bolts of the genre.

We will devote time to exploring and practicing key aspects of craft—story arc and plot, character
development, setting, dialogue, description and tone.  Using literary devices effectively produces crisp and
vivid narrative and allows you as writer to breathe life into your words on the page.

This 2-part workshop (4 hours each session) uses a lecture-discussion and experiential format. Part one will
focus on narrowing participant topic focus and applying the elements of craft; part two will cover constructive
critique methods and editing and revision, publishing options, tips for marketing and promotion and protecting
intellectual property.

Join us for what promises to be an exciting and productive journey down memory lane!

Saturdays: September 7 & 21st | 9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m.
Pilgrim Congregational Church | Fellowship Hall

Cost $60.  Pre-registration preferred; upon receipt of payment, preparatory work will be
assigned in advance of the first workshop.

Claudia Mosby is a Writers Forum member, freelance journalist and workshop leader
focusing on the use of personal narrative for wellness. You can contact her at
www.writinginsideout.org or (530) 355-6827.

The workshops were made possible by American Heart Association’s off-shoot American Stroke Association’s quarterly
magazine, Stroke Connection. Debi McGill, the editor of the magazine, was in charge of the nuts-and-bolts of connecting us. It
was facilitated/coached by Carol Keegan, a forty-year survivor, who had the idea of developing an expressive writing group
composed of stroke survivors. In her own recovery, she had relied on deep reflective writing practices like journaling and
legacy letters to help her make sense of how stroke had changed her life. She had found the simple process of finding words to
convey her fears and resentments allayed her need to make sense of the experience. When she sat down to write, the paper
answered her nagging questions about “Why,” and “How,” and even, “What if.” The more she wrote, the more inner resources
bubbled up.
So she decided that her 40th anniversary celebration would focus on finding ways to share expressive writing techniques with
other survivors. She decided to develop a writing workshop that would support them through the process of harvesting their
individual experiences of recovering from stroke. By sharing their writing with each other during the workshop, they could find
a greater appreciation of their own coping skills and more confidence in their capacity to rebuild their lives.
We were the first to use technology to link wide-spread survivors together (the first had been with her local stroke support
group).
So…that’s how I started my summer with new hopes for a writing life, getting that needed ‘kick-in-the-ass’ to my in-work-but-
stalled “Life without Clots” book that has taken on many shapes and forms over the years. I also started a new blog; http://
alifewithoutclotsblog.com. Hope you had a great start to your summer with lotsa inspirations for a fabulous end.
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     On a cold rainy morning in the city there opened a new fast food place with the smell
of coffee permeating the frosty air. It invited you inside with clean tiled walls and shiny
new windows. It looked like a good place to work, if I can get a job there.
Applications were across town.
     The long bus ride was uncomfortable because of the overwhelming smell of diesel, I
was glad to get off and walk the next few blocks locating the address. It was up a flight of
outside stairs that needed repair.
     Opening the door, at the end of the room was a large man behind a large desk that
almost touched wall to wall. Our conversation was brief he informed me they didn't hire
old people. Their labor would be only young high school kids, I was all of forty but could
pass for thirty-nine some days.. at early evening.

     It left me wounded, too emotional to ride back and let anyone see me crying. I walked
miles in the rain with my hot tears mingling with cold rain.
      I got a job cleaning an apartment overlooking the river. It was completely walled in
glass with a large glass table, large glass lamps, large glass covered pictures, a glass
coffee table, glass fronted furniture, huge mirrors, and a glass coffee pot. The lady of the
house always left as soon as I arrived explaining she was out to her afternoon delight.
She shared with me that she was a former prostitute and that her husband was a
Fireplace tools manufacturer.

     One day as she pulled on her coat that looked just like Pat Nixon's before they were
asked to leave the White House, she again explained she was out to for her Afternoon
Delight. I had in my mind a mocha souffle or pineapple sundae. I asked what it was. She
looked over her mod glasses her white manufactured hair framing her face and explained
it was her lover.

     She made it to the elevator when the earthquake hit I looked out the windows and saw
the river hit the glass windows shards of glass whirled at me and I floated on the table as
the lamps and glass cupboards shattered and the glass chandelier swung It sounded like
a bomb went off. I was wet. I thought it was blood. It was my thumb frozen on the glass
cleaner container spraying and as the building rolled and whirled my legs became weak
but my mind returned, I realized I didn't get hazardous pay.

      I revisited that fast food place, they gave out coffee cups with their logo on it
drumming up business the promise was.... always a cup of free coffee if you use their
advertising cup.

     Thirty and more years have passed, but I don't keep account of injuries or hold
grudges. Recently, out of spite, I pulled mine out of the cupboard and asked for my free
coffee, one local establishment refused, the one across town honors me with fresh coffee
with real cream served by a gracious manager.
 Its my revenge cup although small in comparison to the large man and large desk the
cup is now bigger than then both of us.

There's something comforting in revenge.

Revenge Cup
By Dale Angel
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Next Meeting

Saturday, September 14 at 10:30 a.m.
      All Saints Episcopal Church

        2150 Benton Drive, Redding, CA.
Doors open at 10 a.m.

Legal Advice for Writers

Amy Cook and Brian Klems will help us learn about the
legal basics of concern to both fiction and nonfiction writers,
and how to safely prepare and protect your work while not

treading on the copyright or privacy rights of others. This
Webinar discusses how to get the most out of your
publishing contract, for both articles and books


